
ABSTRACT

The past eighteen months have seen a number of important changes for the TESS Science Processing Operations Center (SPOC) and our archival data products as TESS embarked upon its first extended mission. First, the SPOC developed and 
deployed a new 20-sec cadence pipeline, promising to unveil exciting new astrophysics at these short timescales for up to 1000 targets per observing sector. We also developed an FFI light curve pipeline that creates light curves and 
associated data products for up to 160,000 targets in each sector and archive these as High-Level Science Products (HLSP) at the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). Soon we plan to perform transiting planet searches on these 
light curves and to release Data Validation reports and associated data products to the MAST. We also present results from the first multi-year transiting planet search of sectors 1 through 36. Finally, we discuss major changes to the SPOC 
pipeline that motivated the reprocessing of the first year of data, including the application of target- and cadence-specific scattered light flags, and an update to the sky background correction algorithm to mitigate bias in the original 
algorithm for dim and/or severely crowded stars. 

The TESS Mission is funded by NASA’s Science Mission Directorate as an Astrophysics Explorer Mission.

3. Multi-Year, Multi-Sector Search of Sectors 1-13 + 27-36

TESS Science Conference II – Virtual| August 2-6 2021

Check out the TESS documentation at MAST!

Light Curves

Co-trending Basis Vectors

TPFs Histogram of FFI Targets

2. TESS Light Curves From Full Frame Images ("TESS-SPOC")

u Data include SPOC-formatted light curves, target pixel files and cotrending basis vectors
u Up to 160,000 targets per sector are chosen that are reasonably bright and uncrowded
u RNAAS published
u These are being released to MAST as High Level Science Products: https://archive.stsci.edu/hlsp/tess-spoc
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MES: 8.7   Transits: 2
SNR: 9.2   Depth: 650.1 [73.3] ppm
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  (1) 360714300, 9.622

  (2) 360714297, 15.251

  (4) 360714308, 13.492
  (5) 360714311, 17.156

  (-) 847121876, 18.754

  (-) 847122965, 19.728

DV Fit Results:
Period = 15.82282 [0.00903] d
Epoch = 2286.6442 [0.0039] BTJD
Rp/R* = 0.0238 [0.0145]
a/R* = 23.11 [80.41]
b = 0.29 [11.07]
Seff = 67.67 [9.96]
Teq = 732 [27] K
Rp = 2.61 [1.60] Re
a = 0.1258 [0.0082] AU
Rho = 0.662 [6.913]

Ag = 290.91 [370.30]  [0.78 sigma]
Tp = 4671 [1484] K  [2.65 sigma]

DV Diagnostic Results:
ShortPeriod-sig: N/A
LongPeriod-sig: N/A
ModelChiSquare2-sig: 20.4%
ModelChiSquareGof-sig: 99.7%
Bootstrap-pfa: 3.17e-63
GhostDiagnostic-chr: -3.619

OotOffset-rm: 6.633 arcsec [2.56 sigma]
TicOffset-rm: 6.768 arcsec [2.59 sigma]
OotOffset-tot: 1
TicOffset-tot: 1
DiffImageQuality-fgm: 1.00 [1/1]
DiffImageOverlap-fno: 1.00 [1/1]

TIC: 360714300     Candidate: 1 of 1     Period: 15.823 d

Software Revision: spoc-5.0.28-20210413    --    Cadence Type: FFI (10-min)    --    Date Generated: 05-May-2021 08:13:52 Z
This Data Validation Report Summary was produced in the TESS Science Processing Operations Center Pipeline at NASA Ames Research Center
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u Sectors 1-6, 14-32 are 
available on MAST

u We are searching the FTL 
light curves for transiting 
exoplanet signatures

u Example on left is a very 
good-looking candidate

u Coming soon to a MAST 
near you!

Reduction in sky background with new algorithm (red) 
compared to original algorithm (blue)

Algorithm Update: Sky Background Correction

Starting with Sector 27 the sky background has been updated to mitigate bias in the original algorithm. 
The new algorithm applies to all data from sector 27 onwards as well as to the reprocessed data from Year 
1 (Sectors 1-13). The Data Release notes for Sector 27 (DRN 38) documents how one can identify and 
correct for the sky background bias in the Year 2 light curve files (Sectors 14-26).

u The original algorithm tended to over-estimate 
the sky background flux, especially for dim 
and/or heavily crowded stars

u This sky background bias then caused the 
fractional transit depth to be overestimated

u For uncrowded stars brighter than Tmag=14, the 
typical bias in the transit depth was less than 
~2%

Reduction in transit depth with updated sky background estimate

Case Study: TOI-824
• SPOC fitted transit depth was ~1900 ppm
• Ground-based observations showed it was 

~1500 ppm
Problem traced to overestimation of the sky 
background:
• Dimmest background-corrected, calibrated 

pixels in postage stamp were ~-180 e- s-1
• Adjusting the sky background so that the third 

dimmest pixel is centered on zero after BG 
subtraction mitigates most of the bias

One can correct for the sky background bias in Year 2 data by working with the target pixel file  (TPF) and the light 
curve file (LC) for a particular target.
1.  Inspect the pixel time series of the background-corrected, calibrated background pixels from the postage stamp 
(bit 3 is set in the Aperture Image Mask extension) to determine the sky background bias, bgbias. (If sky background 
bias is present, the dimmest pixels will have negative median flux rates)
2. Multiply the background bias by the number of pixels in the optimal aperture, Noptimal aperture, the crowding 
metric, CROWDSAP (from the LC FITS binary table header), and divide by the flux fraction in the optimal aperture, 
FLFRCSAP (from the LC FITS binary table header). 

the background correction was applied on each cadence to all pixels in the target postage
stamp. The background estimates and associated uncertainties are given in the SAP BKG and
SAP BKG ERR columns of the TPFs and light curves.

To mitigate against over-correction, the trimmed background estimates are reduced in
Sector 27 by a scalar o↵set that forces the dimmest background-corrected pixels to values
near zero. To account for noise, the third dimmest pixel in the postage stamp (averaged
over time) is selected as a “bias pixel,” subject to the following constraints: (1) the bias
pixel is not included in the photometric aperture or a one-halo ring around it, (2) the bias
pixel is not in close proximity to a saturated column, (3) the bias pixel does not fall on a
bad CCD column, and (4) the bias pixel does not fall on a column with significant smear
over-correction. The background correction is shifted so that the mean value of the “bias
pixel” over time is zero. The o↵set is always negative and results in a decrease of the overall
background correction.

Light curves from Year 1 and Year 2 of TESS observations can be corrected for biases
in the background via the following procedure: First, determine an estimate for the back-
ground bias, bgbias, from the o↵set of the background-corrected pixels used to determine the
background correction and zero.8 Next, scale bgbias by the number of pixels in the optimal
aperture, Noptimal aperture, and then add this value to the SAP FLUX time series. To adjust
the PDCSAP FLUX, scale bgbias by both the number of pixels in the optimal aperture and the
ratio of the crowding metric to the flux fraction correction, and then add this value to the
PDCSAP FLUX:

f 00
PDCSAP FLUX (n) = fPDCSAP FLUX(n) + bgbiasNoptimal aperture

CROWDSAP

FLFRCSAP
, (2)

where f 00
PDCSAP FLUX is the background bias-adjusted PDCSAP FLUX.

4.3 Updates to the Propagation of Uncertainties

A recent query by the user community led to the determination that the pixel level uncer-
tainties have been overestimated since Sector 5, after the 2-D black model was updated. In
previous sectors, uncertainties in the 2-D black model were propagated from CAL to the
uncertainties on individual pixels. However, becauses the 2-D black is a static term, its
uncertainty should not predict temporal scatter in the photometric measurements and has
been eliminated from the error propagation in the pipeline going forward. This issue pri-
marily a↵ected dim stars whose uncertainties were dominated by noise sources other than
shot noise. For data sets released before DR38, we recommend using empirical estimates of
the scatter in the light curves rather than the reported uncertainties.

4.4 Light Curves and Photometric Precision

Figure 5 gives the PDC goodness metrics for the two-minute cadence data, with residual
correlation goodness and introduced noise goodness shown on a scale between 0 (bad) and 1
(good). The performance of PDC is very good and generally uniform over most of the field

8The APERTURE image extension in the LC and TPF files indicates which pixels were assigned to the
background pixels and to the optimal aperture. See §6.2 of the SDPDD for more information.

10

The first TESS Extended Mission features a new cadence mode: up to 1000 targets may be collected at 20-sec 
integration intervals to permit investigation of short-timescale phenomena such as micro-flaring, high-
frequency oscillations (such as from white dwarfs), pressure-mode oscillations of later stars than was permitted 
with 2-min integrations, and other phenomena. Unlike the FFI and 2-min target data, 20-sec data must be 
corrected for cosmic rays in ground processing.

1. 20-Sec Cadence Mode

We developed a new 
algorithm for identifying and 
correcting for cosmic rays 
using the quaternions and the 
background flux time series 
for each target to model the 
pixel time series. The new 
algorithm also conditions 
detections on whether they 
lead to smoother aperture 
flux time series, to guard 
against mistaking pointing-
induced brightness variations 
for cosmic rays.

With New Algorithm

Original Algorithm

4 Huber et al.

Figure 2. Panel (a): Time-domain scatter as a function of TESS magnitude for stars observed in 20-second cadence from
Sectors 27 to 36. Symbols show 20-second light curves binned to 2-minute cadence (cyan circles) and original 2-minute light
curves (red diamonds) for each sector. Grey points mark stars likely dominated by stellar variability (see text). Panel (b): Same
as panel (a) but binning light curves to 1-hour cadence. Panel (c): Ratio of the time-domain scatter for the two datasets shown
in panel (a), retaining only stars not dominated by stellar variability (i.e. each point in panel c is the ratio of a cyan and red
point in panel a). The dashed line marks unity and orange circles show median bins. Panel (d): Same as panel (c) but for the
binned light curves shown in panel (b).

performed through post-processing by the SPOC. The
onboard processing removes exposures with the highest
and lowest flux for each stack of ten 2-second exposures,
which leads to a 20% reduction in e↵ective exposure
time for 2-minute data (Vanderspek et al. 2018). This
shorter e↵ective exposure time would correspond to a
precision penalty of ⇡10% for 2-minute data if exposures
were randomly rejected. Pre-flight simulations predict
a precision penalty closer to ⇡3% after taking into ac-
count that only exposures with extreme flux values are
rejected. Since the improvement in Figure 2 is signifi-
cantly larger than 3%, this implies that sources in addi-
tion to photon noise must contribute to the distribution
at brighter and fainter magnitudes.
One likely reason is pointing jitter, which for brighter

stars should lead to larger changes in pixel values which
are then preferentially removed during the onboard cos-
mic ray rejection. To test this, we calculated time-
domain scatter for the two halves of Sector 34, which
had significantly di↵erent pointing performance. Figure

3 confirms that the second orbit of Sector 34, which has
larger pointing jitter, shows a stronger improvement of
20-second compared to 2-minute data, especially for the
brightest stars. The improvement becomes negligible for
stars fainter than T > 13mag, which implies that the
onboard cosmic-ray rejection improves the photometric
precision compared to the post-processing cosmic ray
rejection for faint stars.
We also repeated the calculations using three di↵er-

ent quality-flag masks as defined in the Lightkurve pack-
age: “Hardest” (rejecting all data with non-zero quality
flags, as done above), “Hard” (rejecting severe and cos-
mic ray flags only) and “Default” (rejecting severe flags
only)2. Figure 4 compares the ratio of the time-domain
scatter for the three mask combinations for 2-min and
20-second data. For 2-min data the mask choice has
no significant impact on the light curve precision. For

2 https://github.com/nasa/Lightkurve/blob/master/lightkurve/
utils.py

Panel (a): Time-domain scatter as a function of TESS magnitude for stars observed in 20-second cadence from Sectors 27 to 
36. Symbols show 20-second light curves binned to 2-minute cadence (cyan circles) and original 2-minute light curves (red 
diamonds) for each sector. Grey points mark stars likely dominated by stellar variability. Panel (b): Same as panel (a) but 
binning light curves to 1-hour cadence. Panel (c): Ratio of the time-domain scatter for the two datasets shown in panel (a), 
retaining only stars not dominated by stellar variability (i.e. each point in panel c is the ratio of a cyan and red point in panel 
a). The dashed line marks unity and orange circles show median bins. Panel (d): Same as panel (c) but for the binned light 
curves shown in panel (b). 
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6 Huber et al.

Figure 4. Power spectra of the solar analogs � Pav (left), ⇣ Tuc (middle) and ⇡Men (right) calculated using original 2-minute
cadence data (top) and 20-second cadence data (bottom). Grey lines show original power spectra, colored lines show power
spectra smoothed by 2µHz. The S/N of the detection dramatically increases for the 20-second cadence data.

curves for ⇡Men using this method for both 20-second
and 2-minute cadence data. For the remainder of the
targets we used regular SPOC PDC-MAP light curves.
We detected clear solar-like oscillations in three bright

solar-like stars: � Pav (F9V, V = 4.2mag), ⇣ Tuc
(F9.5V, V = 4.2mag) and ⇡Men (G0V, V = 5.7mag).
Figure 4 shows the power spectra of each star centered
on the power excess due to solar-like oscillations around
⇡ 2500µHz for each star. The location of the power ex-
cess is consistent with expectations from the TESS As-
teroseismic Target List (ATL, Schofield et al. 2019). For
comparison, the top panels of Figure 4 show power spec-
tra calculated using the 2-minute cadence light curves of
the same stars. We observe a dramatic improvement in
S/N in all three stars, highlighting the benefit of the
TESS 20-second light curve products for the study of
solar-like oscillations in Sun-like stars. Indeed, 2-minute
cadence data for ⇡Men is insu�cient for a detection
of oscillations, which only become significant with 20-
second cadence light curves.
In addition to the lower time-domain noise, the S/N

improvement in Figure 4 can be attributed to the higher
Nyquist frequency enabled by 20-second cadence obser-
vations. To illustrate this, Figure 5 shows the power
spectra for the three stars on a log-log scale over the full
frequency range probed using 20-second cadence. The
red and green lines show the fractional power attenua-
tion P given by the sinc function:
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, (3)

where fnyq = 1/2�t is the Nyquist frequency for a
timeseries with a constant sampling rate �t. Figure
5 demonstrates that the proximity of the oscillations
frequencies to the 2-minute cadence Nyquist frequency
(⇡ 4100µHz) causes power attenuation of up to 30% at
frequencies corresponding to the power excess of Sun-
like stars. In contrast, the much higher Nyquist fre-
quency for 20-second cadence (⇡ 25000µHz) alleviates
Nyquist attenuation, demonstrating the importance of
20-second cadence data for the study of solar analogs
using asteroseismology.

3.2. Power Spectrum Analysis

We used several automated analysis methods to ex-
tract global oscillation parameters (e.g. Huber et al.
2009; Mathur et al. 2010; Mosser et al. 2012a; Benomar
et al. 2012; Corsaro & De Ridder 2014; Lundkvist 2015;
Stello et al. 2017; Campante 2018) [co-authors, please
provide additional references as needed], many of which
have been extensively tested on Kepler data (e.g. Hekker
et al. 2011; Verner et al. 2011). In most of these anal-
yses, the power contributions due to granulation noise
and stellar activity were modeled by a combination of
power laws and a flat contribution due to shot noise, and
then corrected by dividing the power spectrum by the
background model. The frequency of maximum power
(⌫max) was measured either by heavily smoothing the
power spectrum or by fitting a Gaussian function to the
power excess. For each star we used a total of eleven
di↵erent methods. We calculated final ⌫max values for
each star by taking calculating the median value over
all methods, with uncertainties calculated by adding in

The S/N of the oscillation mode detection dramatically increases for the 20-sec cadence data
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TESS Science Data Products Description Document September 11, 2020

DATE-END= /TSTOP as UTC calendar date C24 �2018-04-26T01:39:38.816�
TIMEPIXR= / bin time beginning=0 middle=0.5 end=1 R8 0.5
TIERRELA= / [d] relative time error R8 5.78E-07
MAPORDER= / order used for MAP fit I4 0
BVVER = / basis vector software version C9 �0.0.1 �
TMOFST<CAMERA><CCD> / [s] readout delay for camera <CAMERA> and ccd <CCD> R4 0.5
CHECKSUM= / HDU checksum updated 2018-03-02T02:56:02 C16 9QGpEODn9ODnEODn
END

Table 31: Multi-scale cotrending basis vector FITS binary table header

9 Data Quality Flags
Some files include an integer field or table column that describes any anomalies detected in the data for that cadence or image.
These integers should be treated as individual bits that have the meanings described in table 32. Implementers should not
assume this represents a comprehensive list of flags and that flags not defined here will be available for their use as it is very
likely there will be changes to flag values after launch. Undefined bits will be set to zero.

Bit Value FFI Description
1 1 Y Attitude Tweak
2 2 N Safe Mode
3 4 Y Spacecraft is in Coarse Point
4 8 N Spacecraft is in Earth Point
5 16 Y Argabrightening event
6 32 Y Reaction Wheel desaturation Event
7 64 N Cosmic Ray in Optimal Aperture pixel
8 128 N Manual Exclude. The cadence was excluded because of an anomaly.
9 256 N Discontinuity corrected between this cadence and the following one.
10 512 N Impulsive outlier removed before cotrending.
11 1024 Y Cosmic ray detected on collateral pixel row or column.
12 2048 Y Straylight from Earth or Moon in camera FOV (predicted).
13 4096 N Scattered Light Exclude (spoc-4.0.5 and later).
14 8192 N Planet Search Exclude (spoc-4.0.5 and later).
15 16384 Y Bad Calibration Exclude (spoc-4.0.14 and later).
16 32768 N Insufficient Targets for Error Correction Exclude (spoc-4.0.14 and later).

Table 32: Data quality bits

10 Data Validation Results

10.1 Data Validation Jargon

A Threshold Crossing Event (TCE) is a detection made by the Transiting Planet Search (TPS) algorithm. It represents a
statistically significant periodic, transit-like dimming of the target star. The significance of the detection when folded at the
detected orbital period is known as the multiple event statistic (MES). Data validation, a SPOC software component, is often
referred to as DV. TPS and DV operate on light curves generated by Presearch Data Conditioning (PDC).

10.2 Purpose

Unlike the Kepler DV results files there is one results file per target per DV run. The timestamp on this file indicates the start
of the spacecraft pointing associated with the first sector in the transit search. This way targets that happen to be present in
multiple pointings can have all their TCE detections recorded in one file.

The DV Results file is a subset of the database stored after a run of DV. Minimally it will include the ephemeris for the
TCEs detected around a target. It will include all the TCEs not just the initial TCE detected by TPS. The precise contents of
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• Data Quality Flags are bit-encoded – each bit represents a separate event/issue
• Note that StrayLight (bit 12) indicates when a particular camera is not used for guiding the pointing – it does not indicate 

the data are necessarily bad!
• New Scattered Light Flag (bit 13) – Indicates scattered light too severe for pipeline photometry
• New Planet Search Exclude Flag (bit 14) – indicates a target was excluded from the transit search
• New Bad Calibration Exclude Flag (bit 15) – indicates scattered light corrupted the calibration of a target
• New Insufficient targets for error Correction (bit 16) – Indicates there was an insufficient number of targets on a cadence 

for PDC to correct systematic errors

New Scattered Light Flags

Right Figure: Lower Left Panel: Transit depth as a function of orbital period for the 12466 TCEs identified for the Sectors 1 –
36 multi-sector search. For enhanced visibility of long-period detections, TCEs with orbital period<3.0 days are not shown. 
Reported depth comes from the DV limb-darkened transit fit depth when available (or the DV trapezoid model fit depth if 
the limb darkened transit fit is not available). Top Panel: Orbital period distribution of the TCEs shown in the lower left panel. 
Right Panel: Transit depth distribution for the TCEs shown in the lower left panel.

Left Figure: Right Ascension and Declination for TESS 2-min 
targets included in this multi-sector search, color-coded by 
the number of sectors in which that target was observed. 
The galactic and ecliptic planes are indicated by the red and 
blue lines, respectively. A total of 57,515 stars were searched

More info in DRN 53

https://archive.stsci.edu/tess/tess_drn.html
https://archive.stsci.edu/tess/tess_drn.html

